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He was touted from the pulpit in the Baptist community as being an investment guru;
Christian-faced Andrew Lech was sent by God to help Christians earn exceptionally,
unusually high interest on investments, some of the churchgoers would state.
Law Times, a published law magazine, reports Lech ran the longest historical Ponzi
scheme in Canada. A Ponzi scheme is where newer investors’ funds are used to
pay previous investors their returns where an investment does not exist.
Most investors would begin to invest small amounts. When interest returns would be
paid back to investors as promised by Lech, they would invest larger amounts. This
is commonly known as a baiting technique to seduce people into believing
something is real that isn’t and to invest more. (Retailers use a bait-and-switch
technique by advertising a product at an unusually low price to get customers to
come to their store, only to be told the advertised product is sold out. They’re then
switched to purchase another product with a higher price tag.)
Lech, as part of his guilty plea admitted the truth in an Agreed Statement of Facts
that was filed as an exhibit in that criminal proceeding before the courts. Lech
admits to having accepted millions of dollars from investors on the basis of a
promise that he would invest it on their behalf, guarantee the return of the capital
and provide extremely high rates of returns. At different times he offered investors
rates of interest ranging from 15% annually to 40% on 10-week investment
contracts. Reports suggests Lech began his capers in the late 1980s, from January
2001 and September 2003 alone Lech took in investments of at least $35,900,000
CDN and $10,000,000 USD.

A forensic audit conducted as part of the criminal investigation revealed, 95% of
the monies he accepted from investors was never invested.
Lech was sentenced to 6 years in the penitentiary by Madam Justice Templeton
in the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in or around October 2007.
Were Tier 1 Syndicated Mortgage Investors (SMIs) baited to invest by the main
administrators and promoters where approximately 1,500 investors stand to lose
close to $128 million?
An SMI, as defined by the Mortgage Brokerages Licensing Administration Act,
(MBLAA) is a mortgage for which there is more than one lender or investor. As
with any mortgage, the loan is registered on the title to the relevant property, in
this case, an 8% annual interest was promoted.
The following is without prejudice of the main administrators and promoters of
the Tier 1 Syndicated Mortgage Investments (SMI’s,) for the 16 development
projects they were seeking investors to invest in. Information obtained is from
an in-depth research of affidavits, court records, professional overviews and
allegations not proven in a court of law. Other information containing financial
presentations have not been audited and are subject to adjustments. Writer’s
commentary is merely a connecting view over the topic, “Baited” are in italics,
caution to readers over this short story’s accuracy is advised.

FCMC & Tier 1
In the beginning was First Commonwealth Mortgage Corporation, (FCMC) and
Tier 1 Mortgage were both licensed mortgage brokerages under MBLAA. Jude
Cassimy is the sole director, officer and, according to him, owner of FCMC,
while Dave Balkisson is the sole director, officer of Tier 1 Mortgage, according
to him.

However, according to a Corporate Profile Report, Bhaktraj Singh, also known as
Raj Singh, is a director and the sole officer of Tier 1 Mortgage. Singh is a
licensed mortgage agent with FCMC, and Singh is also the sole officer of Tier 1
Advisory. Another company of Singh’s is Tier 1 Transactions that has applied for
a mortgage brokerage license, which was subsequently denied.
Tier 1 Transaction, FCMC, Tier 1 Mortgage Tier 1 Advisory (the “Tier 1 Group”)
have engaged in raising funds by way of SMIs from the general public to support
the early stages of the Tier 1 Projects undertaken by Tier 1 Developers. The Tier
1 Developers are the borrowers of the SMIs.

Raj Singh
Director & Sole Officer of Tier 1 Mortgage
Sole Offcier of Tier 1 Advisory
Sole Director & Offcer of Bare Trustee Corporations

The Tier 1 group functions are the marketing and project development
consultants for the Tier 1 Projects. They structured deals with developers,
prepared syndicated mortgage information and develop and present marketing
materials to promote and solicit investments in the Tier 1 Projects to the public.
FCMC worked in conjunction with Tier 1 group as licensed mortgage brokerages
promoting and selling Tier 1 SMIs to the investing public. FCMC and Tier 1 were
parties to a Mortgage Broker Services Agreement under which FCMC undertakes
to act as a mortgage broker for Tier 1 Transaction for a brokerage fee.
Bare Trustee Corporations would act on behalf of SMIs to administer mortgages
on behalf of the investors. There were a total of (16) Projects FCMC and Tier 1
Group raised SMIs from approximately 1,500 investors. The Bare Trustee
Corporations whose sole director and officer was Raj Singh.

In a nutshell: SMIs are a legal investment, the promoters were permitted to solicit
SMI investments, the investments existed and were registered on title of the (16)
borrowers’ projects. What happened afterwards ended up an investors’ project
investment colossal collapse that would make a demolition company blush.

Between April 2012 to October 2016, FCMC and the Tier 1 Group with a
massive network of other agents, brokers and others referring potential
investors raised $128,539,304 from approximately 1,500 SMI investors. By
anyone’s measuring yardstick, the amounts raised are equal to a small towns’
property tax revenue with a population size of 10,000.
A mirage of misrepresentations leading investors to believe their investments
were “fully secured” against the project’s properties mentioned in the above
chart wasn’t so. This was discovered during an examination by the Financial
Services of Ontario. (FSCO)

The examiner, Mohammed Ali Marfatia, a Senior Compliance Officer and a
member of staff in the Licensing and Market Conduct Division of FSCO, also
revealed systematic and recurrent failures by FCMC and the Tier 1 Group to
abide by the basic rules consumer protection measures put in place by the
MBLAA.
More of the serious issues the examiner discovered kicked ass on FCMC
and the Tier 1 Group:
The Bare Trustee Corporations under the control of Raj Singh are not licensed
as mortgage administrators that was required under the MBLAA.

An obvious man in hot pursuit
The Bare Trustee Director, Raj Singh has a financial interest in all but two of
the Project’s developments records show.
Diana Ross sings it best when fast and easy money is on the table and Singh is
around; no mountain high enough, no river deep enough to keep me from you:
The Bare Trustee Director, Raj Singh is the controlling mind of two of the
Project’s developments where SMI raises funded his start up’s and other costs.

Making it work backwards to benefit himself
Regarding the Bare Trustee Director, Raj Singh, the examiner suggests
there is a clear conflict of interest with Singh’s role acting on behalf of SMIs
as a Bare Trustee.t

Boiler Room
A bank that didn’t chew on Singh’s bait, and were shot down like
messengers by FSCO. Other records reveal the Royal Bank deemed the
activities of Singh’s Tier 1 companies a “boiler room” operation and refused
to do business with him.
Apparently, the Royal Bank notified FSCO regarding their allegations, an
appointment was set with Royal bank and FSCO officials, but never
happened.
Singh moved his banking business to the Bank of Montreal.

Smooth operators of Dewey, Screwem
and Howe.
The FSCO examiner covering FCMC activities relate to disclosures provided
to investors with the lack of any document analysis of the suitability of the
investment for each investor. SMI’s are usually investments sophisticated
and high net worth investors are involved in and the “as is” property values
were not disclosed to the investors.
The hypothetical appraised completed value was disclosed to SMI’s leaving
investors registered on projects land title security far less than what they
were led to believe. Total SMI raises $128 million secured by approximately
$60 million in land value registered on title by the lawyers.
Toronto Commercial Real Estate Lawyer David Franklin asserts, “None of
these mortgages should have (been) registered by the lawyers representing
the lenders and borrowers.” Apparently, conduct rules have been breached
regarding lawyers and mortgages by the Law Society of Upper Canada and
FSCO’s regulations of Mortgage Brokerage FCMC. An overview by Franklin
suggests,” without these lawyers, these SMI’s could have never been
raised.”

THE BAIT HITS THE PUBLIC

Armed with glossy development projects’ brochures, spelling out an 8%
annual interest return, ambiguously worded land security ratios, a massive
salesforce and with the right lawyers in place to lure investors to hand over
their money from 1,500 hundred SMI investors, it all began in early 2012
until the FSCO examination in 2016.
Singh would host seminars with some of the developers promoting their
projects with invited potential investors. According to a video, proud-faced
Singh was the opening polished speaker.
With an intellectual, confident voice, Singh began to hype himself up as a
senior executive with over 20 years of experience in business services,
including operations management; corporate finance (mergers and
acquisitions, rising debt and equity financing restructuring); building and
managing high-performance sales and delivery teams; and technology
product development and management, leaving the impression Singh and
the Tier 1 Group were not Mickey Mouse operators.

What Singh was not disclosing is that 16% of investors’ money was going
straight into the pockets of Tier 1 as fees who would pay other advisors and
salespeople a split on those proceeds. Other records reveal that $21.9 million
in Tier 1 fees came off the top of the $128 million of SMI raises.
Singh was not disclosing, most of the development projects principals had very
little or invested nothing of their own money into their projects. Those that did,
took their investments back plus more once the SMIs advances were paid to
the developer’s other records show.
Singh was not disclosing that SMIs are a high-risk investment, which is
required under the MBLAA to disclose to potential investors and that there was
no guarantee of any returns except for the first year’s interest. Other records
show the first year’s interest was investors own money paid back to them.
Loans Agreements shows an 8% interest holdback will be held in trust and paid
to investors in quarterly installments administered from the borrowers’ lawyers.
Singh was not disclosing to investors land values were not as secure as
investors were led to believe. On some projects, investors’ security was
virtually worthless.
There is something called co-conspirator, a person who conspires with one or
more others that blends in with this whole Tier 1 fiasco that favours an authority
investigation looking more into this. It has been confirmed an investigation is
underway.

Being a bad ass deserves more than a
spanking:
After all the destruction FCMC and Tier 1 Group caused with SMI’s, the
licenses of FCMC, Tier 1 Group, Cassimy, Balkisson and Singh were only
revoked with no monetary sanctions handed down by FSCO.
Published media reports state Lawyer David Franklin calls FSCO
“incompetent.”

Let the Fire Sales Begin
On October 27, 2016, FSCO applied for a motion to replace Tier 1 and appoint
Grant Thornton Limited as Trustee of the Tier 1 Trustee Corporations, which
was approved of the Ontario Court of Justice (Commercial List) Justice
Newbould.
Meanwhile, since the appointment of Grant Thornton and a Receiver, KSV
Kofman Limited, SMI’s have been left waiting and wondering if they will
receive any further interest payments and will they get their principal back?
Worries regarding their investments with Tier 1 began to consume their
everyday thinking.
“Not getting any clear straight answers from Grant Thornton, most days we’re
trying to get through a dense fog highway,” stated Kim J. who said she doesn’t
want to be fully recognized on record.
Researching published records of Grant Thornton, interest reserves for SMI’s
remain in a trust account as of December 2019 just over (3) years since the
appointment of the new trustee. Grant Thornton states, “they are mindful of
investors’ concerns and will revisit them once their investigations are
completed.”
Other records of the Receiver, KSV Kofman Limited of (11) of the (16) projects
that were put in the open market as land sales, SMI’s received approximately
7% of their principal investment back.
Regarding the unlicensed Bare Trustees’ (2) Projects directed and operated
by Singh, Guildwood and Hazelton, Grant Thornton accepted an offer from
Singh for approximately 57% on the dollar of SMIs principal value for the
Guildwood project. On Singh’s Hazelton projects, Grant Thornton accepted an
offer from Singh with slightly over 100% on the dollar of SMI’s principal.
Several peeved off investors voiced potential conflicts of interest regarding
Singh’s offers. All decisions of Grant Thornton and KSV Kofman Limited
regarding land sales and offers from any potential buyer were court approved.

The appointed Trustee and Receiver have no powers on their own regarding
their appointed mandates; their powers must come from the Courts,
researched from case law under the Bankruptcy Insolvency Act (BIA).
A separate Receiver regarding the Vaughan Crossings project remains a
mystery. It’s been suggested that millions of dollars are unaccounted for and
that the land was leased rather than purchased.
Land Title Property search indicates in 2007 Vaughan Crossings Inc.
purchased land for $900,000, and that same year the land was sold, or a
$3.25 million price tag was added to the land by a numbered corporation. In
2013, SMI raises entrusted with Scollard Trustee Corporation, (Bare Trustee
operated by Singh) registered a $14.8 million mortgage on the land. In 2014,
Vector Financial Services Limited registered a $32.5 million construction
mortgage on the land.
There appears to be two property lots associated with Vaughan Crossings.
One lot was purchased, the other lot is leased. Regardless of any land
leases and or land purchases, the mortgage security value appears to be
close to nothing for SMI investors.

Fraud and Conversions

The appointed Receiver received an offer that was accepted and approved
by the Courts. Grant Thornton and the Receiver have filed Statement of
Claims against the developers, Cassimy, Balkisson, Singh, the appraiser
and others claiming fraud and conversions of SMI funds seeking hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Most recently, a settlement was accepted by Singh for $2.1 million. Several
calls came into us from other overseers and investors regarding this
minuscule settlement and where Singh came up with the money to settle.
The purchase of Guildwood and Hazelton projects totaling just over $12
million left several people scratching their confused head bones.

An absolute unheard-of interest rate
by a commercial lender
Update property searches on Guildwood and Hazelton shows that Singh
remortgage these properties recently in 2019 from well- known and respected
commercial lenders.
However, one mortgage carries a 24% per annum of interest payments on a
$60 million principal face amount mortgage. “An absolute unheard-of interest
rate by a commercial lender,” lawyer David Franklin stated in a telephone
interview.
Other concerns include these projects do not show any revenue streams to
support these interest payments due to the fact they are still in construction
phases!!!
According to the charming techniques Singh and company used to persuade
SMI investors to invest, we can rest assured someplace another group of
somebodies, is having that shiny golden “carrot” put in front of their faces,
“BAITED.”
“A Gold Mine is a Hole in the Ground with a Liar at the Top.”
Mark Twain
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